HOW DO WE SQUARE THE FACT

ADVOCATES
AGAINST HUNGER
AND WASTE ARE
REVIVING AN
ANCIENT PRACTICE

that the U.S. wastes 30 to 40 percent
of the food it produces with the
reality that within the past five years,
6.4 million households haven’t
known where their next meal was
coming from? For a remedy, some
community-minded folks are turning
to an age-old practice. Alluded to in
the Bible’s Book of Ruth, gleaning has
traditionally meant harvesting
remnant crops from fields. Today’s
gleaners rescue food not just from
the fields, but also from restaurants,
farmers’ markets, orchards,
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backyards, grocery stores, college
cafeterias, wholesale centers—
basically, anywhere along the food
distribution chain. The potential
impact is huge: if even 30 percent of
the food wasted in the U.S. were
gathered before it’s trashed, the
amount could provide meals for every
hungry person in the country.
Here, we introduce you to those who,
along different fronts, are advancing
the movement.
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BRANCHING OUT

While documenting migrant farm
laborers across 50 towns in California,
photojournalist Rick Nahmias was
struck by “the sad irony of people
harvesting our food who can’t afford to
buy it themselves.”
Such experiences, and a growing
understanding of urban hunger and
food waste, led Nahmias to launch
Food Forward, with the intention of
donating 100 percent of the
organization’s harvests to feeding
those in need. Though Nahmias
initially focused on gleaning fruit from
backyards and small orchards, in the
last few years, he’s introduced a
farmers’ market recovery program,
in which volunteers collect end-ofmarket produce that hasn’t sold, and
a wholesale recovery program that
captures the tons of produce large
distributors routinely discard to make
room for new shipments.
To date, Los Angeles–based Food
Forward has rescued and donated over
3 million pounds of fresh food to more
than 100 Southern California food-aid
organizations. Without the donations
gleaners provide, those outfits would
be “heavily dependent upon ramen and
granola bars,” Nahmias says.

FRUITFUL HARVEST

Three years ago, David Skoke, an
actor and investor in Atlanta, was
working in a community garden
with a friend when she suggested
he find out if a local Whole Foods
Market could donate sprouted
potatoes for planting. Skoke expected
to take a few handfuls back to the
plot. Instead, he scored a 40-pound
box that otherwise would have
ended up as compost. He wondered:
How much more food, perishable
but still perfectly edible, are stores
throwing away?
He began asking grocery stores to
donate on a regular basis. Only one
turned him down. Now every Monday
and Wednesday, Skoke crisscrosses
the city collecting donations in his
van, newly painted with helping feed
atlanta on the side. “I’ve been at this
for two-and-a-half years and missed
only three days,” he says.
Every month, 2,000 hungry people
benefit from the nearly 3 tons of food
Skoke collects—food that otherwise
would have been tossed to make
room for new product. He directs this
surplus to charitable organizations
throughout Atlanta that serve the
homeless and food insecure. “If you
had even one person in each city
doing something like this,” Skoke
says, “imagine what a difference
it could make.”
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FIELDS OF MEALS

READY, SET, GLEAN

Want to volunteer as a
gleaner? Find out where
to sign up.
• END FOOD WASTE NOW
endfoodwastenow.org/index
.php/food-champions/foodrecovery
• THE HUNGER FORUM
thehungerforum.net/
outside-the-box/gleaning/
gleaning-programs
• VILLAGE HARVEST
villageharvest.org/
harvestingdirectory

On late-summer and fall weekends—in her part-time role as gleaning
coordinator for Springfield, Mass., non-profit Rachel’s Table—sixth-grade
teacher Jessica Harwood piles into a bus with other volunteer harvesters. They
drive to small farms around the state to collect the surplus of unshapely or
slightly blemished produce that buyers won’t take or out-of-season crops that
farmers lack the labor to harvest. Up for grabs is the kind of fresh, local produce
that food-aid service organizations don’t usually see much of. “When we bring in
apples and watermelon,” Harwood says, “people’s eyes light up.”
Harwood views gleaning as a
powerful way to conserve resources
and to empower communities,
especially for the groups of students
she often leads. “It’s an amazing way
for them to think about how they can
give back in their community, and
where their food comes from, and
what choices they will make in buying
RACHEL’S TABLE
food,” she says.

To help launch your own gleaning effort, check out these resources:
• BOULDER FOOD RESCUE’S THE PACKAGE DEAL
Visit boulderfoodrescue.org; click on Start Your Own Food Rescue
• SOLID GROUND’S GATHER IT!
Visit www.solid-ground.org; search “Gather It! How to Organize an
Urban Fruit Harvest”
• USDA’S LET’S GLEAN!
Visit usda.gov; search “Let’s Glean!”
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HELPING FEED ATLANTA

For groups that trade in the
highly perishable, such as the
backyard-tree-gleaning Santa
Cruz Fruit Tree Project,
preserving food is equal with
harvesting it. “Nature doesn’t
just give a little bit throughout
the year,” says Steve Schnaar,
who founded the project in
2010 after seeing so much fruit
in his California town going to
waste on the ground. “It comes
in spurts. So we eat what we
can, give away what we can,
and preserve for the rest of the year.”
Preservation workshops allow the project’s
harvesters to stretch their bounty into the
off-season: think citrus marmalades, sour
plum jam, and fruit wines. Fall cider pressings
get an assist from a bike-powered apple
crusher and a press Schnaar built with a friend.
Schnaar is also a big believer in the potential
of gleaning to build community, and he should
know: he’s been knocking on doors in pursuit
of fallen fruit for years. So he tries to keep the
harvests bike- and walk-friendly, not just to
reduce the carbon footprint, but also to make
it easy for participants to catch up with old
friends, and meet new ones.

CRASH COURSE

As a University of Colorado student researching food waste, Hana Dansky launched
a Food Not Bombs event series in which she and a group of friends hosted a shared
meal for the homeless in downtown Boulder every Saturday. While requesting
donations from local stores for the events, Dansky envisioned something bigger that
could serve even more people. That vision materialized into Boulder Food Rescue,
for which she serves as executive director.
With BFR, Dansky takes a multi-pronged approach, which she terms “just-in-time”
food rescue, collecting food from grocery stores, restaurants, and farmers’ markets
and distributing it directly to aid organizations. BFR taps into home gardens too;
surplus harvests can be left at a community garden for collection.
But where BFR really stands out is in its mode of delivery: every bit of recovered
food is transported by trailer-fitted bicycle. “We wanted to show that this kind of
work could be totally sustainable,” explains Dansky. And by being so visible, she
hopes to draw attention to the environmental and hunger issues for which BFR is
working. “I think people are inspired by action,” she says, “and when they see people
collecting food and giving it to people in need, they say, ‘I want to help too.’”

After more than a decade of
rescuing farm surplus and communicating with farmers and recipient agencies across Vermont,
Salvation Farms founder Theresa
Snow is working to address one
of the top challenges of gleaning
fresh food today: getting all of it
onto a table before it spoils. One
of her solutions is the Vermont
Commodity Program, which partners with local institutions and
volunteers to raw-pack, lightly
process, and freeze produce
from especially large harvests.
Salvation Farms also mentors a
group of gleaning organizations
throughout Vermont, helping
them shape their own programs
so that collectively, they can
capture as much of the state’s
farm surplus—at least 2 million
pounds per year—as possible.
The concept that we are all in
this together, and that shared
resources are more valuable
when pooled, runs through
Snow’s work. “Working together
is what’s going to make us more
food-sovereign,” she says.

Seattle-based freelance writer Emily Horton is researching her city’s gleaning opportunities.
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